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Welcome to Cognitive Finance Paper © 
 
Looking back with gratitude to  2017  
 
2017 was a fantastic year for our firm. We have achieved           
more than we planned for. Our gratitude extends to our          
business partners, clients and associates. We have grown an         
impressive network including start-ups, academia and      
corporates.  
 
Our business name has travelled across 4 continents and is          
connected to some of the most respected conferences, AI         
companies, financial services Boards and media. We are        
known across continents as specialists in applied AI in         
financial services. 
 
We hosted our private invitation-only annual Cognitive       
Finance AI Summit. Please find more details here. Our CEO          
was invited to speak at leading Fintech conferences in         
Toronto, Sydney, Melbourne, Tokyo and London with a large         
and broad international audience. In 2018, Clara will keep         
collecting air miles and spreading the word about strategic         
adoption of A.I. in financial services.  
 
Focus on tailored advice to clients in  2018 
 
More  executives are turning to us for impartial advice on 
selection of AI systems. We have decided to focus even 
further on building our excellent reputation through substantial 
delivery to our clients.  For this, we are planning internal 
technology investment and development as well as pursuing 
strategic partnerships with institutions and individuals that we 
value.  
 
We prefer to continue building our business through        
recommendation. The quality of our work and our thought         
leadership speaks for itself. We are emphasing this with a          
new website, which will focus more heavily on our client          
delivery. 
 
We will continue to assist with this through our regular          
bite-size newsletter tailored to financial services, on all things         
AI. Please subscribe here. 
 
We are excited about 2018 and look forward to working 
with our clients - old and new.  
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Yours truly, 
Cognitive Finance team 

Cognitive Finance AI Summit 2017: 
summary of topics discussed  
 
Introduction 
 
The Cognitive Finance A.I. Summit 2017 focused on four         
broad and intertwined themes:  

1. Business Models  
2. Investment  
3. Ethics and Governance 
4. Use Cases 

 
These themes reflect Cognitive Finance’s view of the        
important activities currently impacting the use of AI in         
Finance Services. The themes provide considerations for       
Financial Service businesses planning (or not) the use of AI,          
and investors active or interested in the potential for AI in           
Financial Services.  
 
The themes also reflect Cognitive Finance’s own focuses as         
both an advisor on the trends in AI impacting Financial          
Services, and as a specialised venture capital investor. 
 
Business Models 
 
Companies survive and thrive based on their ongoing        
comparative ability to deliver goods and services wanted by         
customers. In this context it is delivery relative to surrounding          
competition and the ongoing ability to differentiate from that         
competition which is important. A long history of delivery is by           
itself no guarantee of continued ability to deliver what is          
currently wanted by customers. 
 
New technologies are, at least partly, responsible for changes         
in customer expectations, with those changing expectations       
also spurring technological innovation to satisfy them.       
Developments in AI are a key factor in delivering to these           
changing expectations.  
 
Ongoing experience of using AI enabled services (whether or         
not the customer is aware of that enablement) is changing          
what customers expect. Customers increasingly expect      
service that is uninterruptedly available, that is speedily        
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delivered, and that is personalised. For providers, this has to          
be delivered scale.  
 
AI is a key tool for meeting these challenges. Providers which           
do not meet these challenges will increasingly be perceived         
by consumers as incompatible.  
 
Unsurprisingly the marketplace for Financial Services is       
organising to deliver against consumer expectation.      
Incumbent institutions are adjusting products and services.       
Additionally, new entrants are chipping away at Financial        
Services businesses, from small digital startups through to the         
GAMF (Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook) and BAT (Baidu,        
Alibaba, Tencent). In addition to their traditional peers,        
Financial Services firms now need to monitor the activity of          
numerous new entrants and the inexorably expanding       
offerings of the giant tech companies.  
 
Notably, with increasing use of technology and increasing use         
of technology for direct customer interaction, customers are        
being offered routes to receive Financial Services that bypass         
incumbents (even where underlying services may still be        
delivered by those incumbents). 
 
Academic research highlights that companies which are       
successful over the long term overwhelmingly have an explicit         
‘purpose’ - they know what they are doing and why. Moreover,           
company purpose has to be driven from the top of the           
company, from the Board. With AI such a strategic impact in           
Financial Services, companies consequently need an explicit       
strategy around AI that is driven from the Board. 
 
Empirical research highlights that Boards overwhelmingly do       
not have AI on their agenda. Research by Cognitive Finance          
additionally highlights that Boards are light on the skills         
needed to assess AI, often missing any explicit ‘Digital’         
representation. Perhaps as a result of this, Boards do not          
prioritise AI as a consideration.  
 
Discussion highlighted that currently even cyber security does        
not receive sufficient consideration as a topic for Board         
consideration, despite its consumer profile and despite the        
sizable economic losses and reputational risks that are        
present. 
 
In future, getting Boards to substantively consider AI requires         
the right approach and presentation - an approach that is          
reflective of their human composition and all the interpersonal         
factors and decision making biases associated with that.  
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Investments 
 
Fintech has been in-vogue for a several years, and more          
recently with AI firms focused on Financial Services, AI is          
gaining increasing investment focus. Venture capital, both       
through independent VCs and Corporate VCs, is flowing in to          
Fintech. At a broad measure there is ongoing upward trend in           
CVC financing, in both deal value and deal numbers, with          
CVC funding is notably disproportionality represented in AI        
focused firms compared to general Fintech investment. 
 
In addition to the growth of funding into AI focused Fintech           
firms, and the particular interest show in AI by CVCs, it is            
notable that investment models are evolving. Discussion       
highlighted a co-development trend underway for VCs.       
Increasingly VCs are run with an internal lab which provides          
expertise for idea generation, contacts, credibility in       
discussions with potential targets, and expertise in investment        
assessment. A lab can help a VC demonstrate to startups          
how it will help them develop their offering and deliver into           
large corporate environments. A consequence of the       
emergence of such labs is the need for expertise within VCs           
for staff to resource and run them. 

 

Ethics and Governance 
 
Ethics and governance in Financial Services have been under         
particular spotlight since sub-prime loans and the       
‘credit-crunch’ entered popular discussion. Both ethics and       
governance are emerging as key considerations in the        
development and adoption of AI. 
 
Discussion emphasised that startups need to be aware of the          
legal requirements affecting their activities e.g. data protection        
and data transfers. For Financial Services providers,       
discussion highlighted the need for firms to keep abreast of          
technical developments. Regulators are evolving, and      
specifically beginning to use AI for investigations. Where        
regulators use AI tools AI they will surely expect their          
supervised firms to do so. The CFTC for example is one           
regulator that has already publicly stated it is using machine          
learning to improve supervision.  
 
The Bank of International Settlements has also emphasised        
that machine learning is a tool that regulators should adopt.          
What cutting edge regulators are doing now will be standard          
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across regulators in a few years and what is standard for           
regulators will be a baseline for firms. At the risk of           
understatement, firms should not be caught out by regulators         
finding risks that a firm is not aware of - if firms are not              
currently using AI for their risk management in order to stay           
ahead of the regulators they will need to do so. 
 
More widely than views on AI for individual sector regulation,          
vigorous discussion emphasised the societal need to urgently        
discuss both the impacts of AI on society and governance of           
those impacts. Discussion stressed that AI will profoundly        
impact economic and social relationships and that while        
society can adapt and reshape to changes with time, AI’s          
impacts have been and will be rapid, and will impact in ways            
not yet envisaged. Meeting the challenges posed by AI         

requires specific focus on those impacts. 
 
Contributions emphasised that an important way to       
address impacts is in the very design of systems         
themselves.  
 
In this context participants outlined work underway       
in the World Economic Forum and Institute of        
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, amongst other      
organisations, to develop more inclusive measures      
of GDP that include consideration of human       
wellness, and to develop design principles for use in         
system design which focus on impacts of systems        
rather than simply functional capabilities.  
 
The IEEE has published draft principles embodying       

these ideas. Participants emphasised that AI ethics is the new          
green, with responsible design, development and deployment       
of AI a brand choice that will become a driving factor in            
consumer decision making. 
 
Use Cases 
 
The current and emerging impacts of AI in Financial Services          
were powerfully illustrated by vendors showcasing varied, but        
universally, innovative solutions. Demonstrations ranged from      
a pre-funded startup who showcased a tool for detecting         
people’s emotional response captured through video camera,       
to we’ll established and highly-successful companies who are        
redefining personalised banking and transforming wealth      
management.  
 
Complementing tools to detect the emotional response of        
human subjects was a just funded venture who demonstrated         
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a tool for synthesising emotions for feedback into interactions         
with a human user. And complementing demonstrations of        
transformation in personalised banking and wealth      
management was demonstration of an AI enabled system for         
improving employee savings and retirement planning.  
 
The application of AI in efficient operational delivery was also          
highlighted, with demonstration of a system targeted at M&A         
document processing, and a system applying AI in digital         
marketing. Finally, the enormous benefit, if not the necessity,         
of using AI in risk management was highlighted first by          
demonstration of a system for identify verification and        
secondly by discussion emphasising how digital threats are        
evolving with the adoption of AI and the resultant need to use            
AI to respond to these threats.  
Development of AI techniques in cybersecurity highlights the        
evolving nature of threats faced, with AI predicted to drive          
more personalised and sophisticated attempts to circumvent       
security controls and to extract valuable information 
 
Despite all the investment activity in Fintech and AI, and          
despite all the innovation by vendors, uptake in Financial         
Services can be slow. A key highlight from all vendor          
demonstrations however was the potential business model       
innovation delivered - from transformational changes in legal        
services, in operational processes in KYC, through client        
engagement and conversion, to personal savings and       
investment. 

 
 

Conclusions 
 
These are exciting times in the development and application         
of AI, with regular announcement in popular media of         
breakthroughs and discussions of coming workplace changes.  
 
The pace of change and the sometimes breathless discussion         
can make the potential of that change seem fanciful.         
However, potential benefits are already clearly available       
across a wide range of areas and for a wide number of uses             
in Financial Services.  
 
While there are numerous open questions around what        
society as a whole will look like in 5, 10, or 20 years’ time, and               
how Financial Services will have reshaped in that society, this          
should not obscure the conclusion that now is the time to plan            
for change and to start adopting the AI tools that are already            
available and that will become ubiquitous. 
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We look forward to hearing from more CEOs and Board 

directors. Please use this link to register to our 

Cognitive Finance AI Summit 2018. 

RPA for Strategic Transformation? 
Michael Aikenhead PhD 
 
We’ve had robots for ages! 
 
Put simply, Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a type of          
software that provides ‘virtual FTE’. So rather than the         
automation seen in industry, with rows of robotic arms welding          
car bodies, assembling circuit boards, or moving deliveries        
around a warehouse, these robots are instantiated purely in         
software.  
 
Like their industrial counterparts however these software       
robots replicate the work of people who would otherwise         
perform the tasks being automated. In the RPA environment,         
those tasks are the operation of existing business processes         
and existing application software in order to achieve a         
business outcome. 
 
Allianz provide an account creation example where a manual         
‘as-is’ process (figure 1) is automated using RPA (figure 2). 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Allianz example ‘as-is’ account creation process 
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Figure 2: Allianz example ‘to-be’ account creation process 

 
RPA focuses on automating business processes with software        
‘robots’ mimicking exactly what a human employee would do         
(e.g. by logging into a system, entering data, copying and          
pasting data between systems, etc.) in the business... 
 
What are the benefits? 
 
In its explicit focus on business process and the drive to           
analyse, model and automate those processes, RPA links to a          
focus on Business Process Management and that area’s        
focus on process as a strategic business asset. 
 
There are several clear business benefits specifically provided 
by RPA: 
 

● robots work 24x7 
● improved responsiveness (robots are faster than 

humans and can operate at all hours) 
● highly scalable allowing addition of  more robots during 

peak hours  
● higher accuracy at lower cost 
● full audit trails for processes help achieve compliance 

and reduces business risk. 
● licenses for robots are a fraction of the price of 

employing someone 
● frees staff to work on more value added activity 

 
Moreover, in contrast to business change programmes which        
require traditional system integration projects, RPA provides a        
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comparatively straightforward route to automating business      
processes across multiple functions and which use disparate        
existing systems. RPA: 
 

● executes existing business process with existing 
applications 

● robots work with existing IT architecture 
● infrastructure sits with existing IT infrastructure and is 

governed by IT 
● robots can however be controlled by suitably trained 

business teams 
 
So RPA provides a neat way to drive automation in business           
processes. RPA delivers several accuracy and cost benefits        
and should cost less than a change programme based on          
integration of legacy systems. 
 
Bring on the robots! 
The use-cases for RPA are unarguably extensive 
(see table 1). 
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The attractiveness of RPA is reinforced by existence of         
vendors in the market, and the involvement of the large          
technology companies - by purchase of build-from-scratch.       
Popular vendors include: UiPath; BluePrism; Automation      
Anywhere; NICE; and Work Fusion. As a technology RPA is          
also comparatively mature with numerous specialist      
consultancies, or consulting practices within larger firms,       
supporting implementation of the tools.  
 
RPA’s is attractive in financial services because of the weight          
of legacy systems in use, all the  
business processes built around them, and the cost and         
execution complexity of replacing them. 

 
Hitting the change wall 
 
With all the benefits RPA does still       
have limitations, notably with handling     
of unstructured data, and in situations      
where judgement is needed regarding     
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what action should be taken in a process. In both situations AI            
can help.  
 
Processing unstructured data is a task for which AI has found           
inumerable recent benefit, and automation of decisions       
requiring judgement is a task where AI techniques apply.         
Unsurprisingly, RPA vendors are increasingly incorporating AI       
into their products and cognitive process automation is        
marketed as a next step for the technology. 
 
Without delving into the strengths that cognitive automation        
can bring it’s worth highlighting that even enhanced with AI,          
RPA is limited as the means to transform a business          
operating model. RPA’s limitation is closely tied to its strength,          
specifically, it focuses on automating existing process.       
Inherently is that existing process which is the foundation.         
Existing process is essentially to be maintained with the         
injection of automation in to the process where the technology          
allows. The result is a faster, more accurate and cheaper          
version of the existing process. 
 
It is worth restating that this can undoubtedly be beneficial!          
However by itself it can also be limiting - because it misses            
examination of how an existing model or existing process         
might be completely re-envisioned. 
 
AI provides tools with which an operating model can be          
completely restructured. For example: 

● rather than automate the flow of identification, data 
extraction and verification checks for an identity 
verification, AI could be used to extract and verify the 
data 

● rather than automate the workflow for classifying and 
judging insurance claim evidence, and calculating 
compensation, AI could be used to automatically 
determine the claim 

● rather than automate the process through which 
processes flow in a large legal document review, AI 
could be used to deliver the heart of the process 

● rather than automate the evidence collection and 
assessment process for a tax or pension calculation, AI 
could be used to automatically determine liability or 
entitlement 

So while RPA by itself can tinker at the edges of           
transformation, understanding the possibilities offered by AI       
tools opens possibilities for truly restructuring business       
delivery.  
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Surfing the AI wave 
 
Truly taking advantage of AI is not a ‘standard’ business          
change effort. Amongst all the things to address is simply the           
understanding of AI, its benefits, strengths and limitations, by         
senior management, through business change teams, and in        
to IT. There is misunderstanding of what AI is and what it            
allows. 
 
In this context we advocate AI focused education from the          
Board down and this issue’s article (and discussion in         
previous issues) about Board focus and practical methods for         
effectively engaging with Boards elaborate on this.  
 
Successful delivery depends on senior sponsorship of       
strategic change. Senior sponsorship should drive buy-in for        
the strategic re-examination of business models and       
processes, and a structured examination of the best way to          
deliver those either through existing vendors, through building        
internal AI capability, or both. 
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Bank of England Paper Review: Machine 
learning at central banks 
Tristan Fletcher PhD 
 
Chakraborty and Joseph’s paper provides a comprehensive       
foundation in the main concepts of Machine Learning (ML)         
through the lense of an economist. The publication does         
require a reasonable grasp of mathematics, or at least to be           
fluent in the Greek symbols and nomenclature of the field,          
along with the equally jargon-rich world of finance.  

 
For this reason it is assumed that the intended         
audience is either someone from the world of        
ML wishing to understand another application of       
this increasingly popular field or a highly       
numerate economist / banker, wishing to      
sharpen up their toolset to be more       
contemporaneous. 
 
The length of the publication at 85 pages        
including references, requires a reasonable     
commitment from the reader, but does cover a        
lot of ground in the theory it covers as well as           
three very interesting and diverse case studies:       

banking supervision, UK CPI inflation forecasting and an        
analysis of unicorns in financial technology. 
 
In their preliminary overview and consequent case studies,        
the authors outline all the significant steps an experienced         
data scientist might go through when conducting research        
other than one common process: dimensionality reduction.  
 
In plain speak, this is a technique to compress the inputs           
being used in an analysis into their most informative         
components with the ambition of producing more       
parsimonious models. Simpler is always better, and Machine        
Learning provides an elegant way of trading off complexity         
against performance.  
 
The authors do outline one method from this field in the           
context of visualisation, but it is surprising they don’t employ it           
when actually making predictions. This is particularly true in         
the CPI case study where the model inputs are highly          
co-linear (i.e. compremissible). 
 
One surprising omission in their work, again in the case study           
of forecasting CPI, is that of a very popular class of models,            
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imposingly called Gaussian Processes (GPs). These are a        
flexible methodology for time series forecasting, particular       
when the variable being forecasted has intrinsic structure.  
 
CPI is well known to revert to mean: if it goes up one quarter,              
it is likely to come down the next (everything else being           
equal), so one might think GPs would be very appropriate          
here.  
 
 
Furthermore, these models are particularly good at articulating        
the confidence one has in predictions when they are made -           
analogous to the fan charts that litter the BoE’s quarterly          
predictions. In many ways GPs are the embodiment of         
forward guidance, a concept very popular with the BoE, and it           
is strange they are missing in this work. 

 
Another notable exception   
to their run through of     
commonly used algorithms   
/ concepts at any depth is      
that of Reinforcement   
Learning. This is the    

research field devoted to models which take constant        
feedback from their environment in order to ascertain how to          
best exploit it and is very popular in financial services, for           
example in high frequency trading (always an area to be on           
the cutting edge of exploitative methods!). 
 
These very minor gripes aside, the pragmatic explanations of         
methods in the context of the three use cases will appeal to            
anyone actually wishing to ascertain the utility of ML as a           
toolset. The authors, like any sensible practitioner, are not         
wedded to any particular algorithm or, even worse,        
optimisation method, and just explore some common and        
well-studied methods.  
 
Other organisations, less grounded in centuries of history,        
might have jumped more full-heartedly onto the Deep        
Learning band-wagon, ignoring the impoverished ability to       
interpret these structures’ inner workings and their relatively        
reduced utility in this domain. 
 
I believe that experts in a field should be able to have a fractal              
view of their subject: understanding at a very high level where           
it might fit into the bigger picture (e.g. central bank policy) as            
well as the minutiae of how one goes about getting one’s           
hands dirty implementing aspects of the area (for example         
tweaking optimization parameters in some obscure algorithm).  
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The authors of the paper seem to operate at all scales without            
the irritating need to obfuscate their thinking with exclusive         
terminology, a method others insecure in their knowledge        
often seem to resort to.  
 
Conclusion 
 
This paper is not in any way a comprehensive survey of           
Machine Learning in Central Banking, or even in economics. It          
is more of an introduction to this tool-set in the context of the             
central banking domain.  
 
There don’t appear to be many surveys of ML in a supervisory            
role and I suspect if there were, they would be pretty brief.            
Many practitioners, particularly those in supervisory /       
regulatory roles, are still trying to get more comfortable with          
ML, and institutions like the BoE / FCA are not motivated to be             
the early adopters found in the private sector.  
 
Furthermore, banking regulation / supervision itself is a rapidly         
moving target, so one would expect its overlap with novel          
theories to remain fairly minimal as a consequence. The         
important point to note here being that the poverty of          
publications in this area is not because of some intrinsic          
limitations of ML’s applicability to the domain, it’s just that it’s           
early days. This paper is a promise of more to come. 
 
 
You can find here Bank of England’s working paper. 
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The art and science of involving boards in 
embracing AI 
Sabine Dembkowski PhD, Better Boards 
 
A.I. is creating deep structural shifts in business models as it           
permeates legacy structures and uncovers efficient ways to        
solve cumbersome and longstanding inefficiencies. AI is a       
pivotal element of any future strategy of any organisation.  
 
However, any Chairman and member of a board can provide          
evidence that there are always more immediate pressures on         
the board, the board agendas already more than full and there           
does not appear to be the time to discuss strategic issues that            
appear to be further away.  
 

What is more the people on      
boards do not have the     
know-how and insights into AI     
and technology to understand    
what is possible, how it can be       
implemented and the impact it     
will have on the organisation     
and its bottom line.  
 
Behind closed doors many    
Chairmen feel free to admit that      
their boards are ill-equipped to     
deal with AI and simply are      
wrong-footed by its pace and     
complexity. What is more, they     

also admit that they do not know what to do about it.  
 
It does not help to point out that AI is a strategic capability             
boards need to take seriously, “really must” and “should”         
make time for and integrate it into the future strategy. On the            
contrary it is a natural part of human nature to protect the own             
known territory. The pushback those enthusiastic AI       
Consultants and evangelists experience is only natural.  
 
We experience in our work that it is necessary to take a step             
back and start at a different place. The place that proved to be             
an excellent starting point are board effectiveness reviews.        
Board effectiveness reviews have become an integral and        
accepted part of good board practice.  
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Listed companies in the UK are encouraged to conduct an          
external board review every three years. If they do not comply           
they have to explain why this was the case. It is no surprise             
that now the majority of boards of listed companies conduct          
board reviews on a regular basis and the practice has spread           
to larger non-listed organisations and family businesses.  
 
Why are board effectiveness reviews a good place to 
start?  
 
The equation is quite simple. Only effective and        
forward-looking boards that are on the top of their game have           
fruitful discussions about strategy and AI. All other boards will          
be entangled in firefighting more immediate issues, discuss        
operational and financial issues and simply do not have the          
time to adequately discuss and dive into AI.  
 
So what makes a board effective?  
 
There are a lot of anecdotes of issues that make a board            
more effective and any seasoned board member can tell what          
she has seen working in a specific context.  
 
We did not deemed this to be good enough and started in            
2013 a large scale research project that encompassed: a         
review of academic studies that were published on the subject          
in the Anglo-Saxon and German speaking literature,       
combined the two bodies of literature, initiated fifty interviews         
with members of boards, consolidated the findings and started         
working sessions with Operating Partners of leading Private        
Equity firms to understand the investor perspective and bring         
the academic concepts into the real world, refined our         
academic findings, started pilot projects and created an online         
tool that is considered to set the standards for board reviews           
in the future. 
  
Our findings are peer-reviewed and published globally. The        
hallmarks of effective boards are:  
 

● Team composition 
● Ability to use the strengths of all members 
● Clarity of roles and responsibilities 
● Joint vision 
● Ability to resolve conflicts between the board and the 

management team 
● Structure and organisation of the boards work 
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● Regular reviews and reflection about the boards work 
 
Chairmen and members of boards that go through a carefully          
choreographed review that takes them through the seven        
hallmarks of effective boards, learn in the process about  

● how their contributions at the board are perceived,  
● what their strength  
● how their view of themselves differs from that of their          

peers 
● who is best placed to take ownership of specific issues  
● what is right about their working processes  
● what specifically deserves their attention to improve       

their individual and the collective effectiveness.  
 
Chairman understand how they can best leverage and        
orchestrate the talent in the boardroom as well as what          
know-how, characteristics and behaviours any additional      
board members will need to have to best complement the          
existing board.  
 
Any “really must” and “should” become necessary as the         
evidence-based approach provides data on which the       
Chairman and members of the board can draw their         
conclusions.  
 
Few are satisfied with the status quo and are eager to           
strengthen their impact in the boardroom, collectively become        
more effective and make a greater contribution to the value          
creation process.  
 
AI is almost naturally embraced as it permeates legacy         
structures, uncovers efficient ways to solve cumbersome and        
longstanding inefficiencies and has a positive impact on the         
competitive positioning of the organisation and its financial        
status.  
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World Economic Forum and IEEE advancing 
practical discussion on AI ethical challenges  
Kay Firth-Butterfield, World Economic Forum  
 
Artificial Intelligence is the technology which, both as software in 
computers and embodied in devices such as robots is the engine 
of the 4th Industrial Revolution; it will change everything and 
challenge us to understand what it is to be human. 
 
It is a complex, fast, tireless and transformative technology which 
is currently, concentrated in the hands of a few. This increases 

power imbalances within nations and globally. China 
recently announced its AI Strategy and is investing 
billions in AI which leaves the investments being 
made by all other governments’ way behind.  
 
It may be inevitable that this investment will take 
China to the top of the AI tree and give it an 
unassailable lead. Kai Fu Lee worries that will 
happen and has written a dire warning in the New 
York Times that unless AI can be spread widely 
across the globe most nations will simply become 
vessels of those which have AI industries. 

Additionally, we see that AI is largely unregulated which has 
created, including in China, calls for ethical and governance 
structures 
 
We will be interacting with machines which at least appear 
intelligent. What will be the effect on us as our co-workers are 
increasingly non-human? These questions and more have 
brought groups together to think about the ethical challenge, for 
example the World Economic Forum, the IEEE Global Initiative 
of Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems and the Centre 
for the Future of Intelligence.  
 
At the World Economic Forum the work will be centered on 
building trust in AI; finding ways to address the big picture issues 
of transparency, bias, privacy and accountability. To do so we 
need to think about the tech holistically – human wellbeing , 
human centred design, ethics and values, social inclusion as well 
as profit, this technology challenges our traditional economic 
measures. 
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Currently, my thinking for such projects which will be developed 
with partners from government, business, academia and civil 
society are:  

● AI Board Leadership Toolkit: As AI increasingly 
becomes an imperative for business models across all 
industries, corporate leaders are often ill-equipped to 
identify the specific benefits this complex technology can 
bring to their businesses nor the concerns about the need 
to design, develop and deploy it responsibly. A practical 
set of tools can assist Board Members and 
decision-makers in asking the right questions, 
understanding key trade-offs, and meeting the needs of 
diverse stakeholders,  as well as how to consider and 
optimize approaches such as appointing a Chief Values 
Officer or creating an Ethics Advisory Board. This project 
will partner with  the Forum’s Community of Chairmen. 

● Unlocking Public Sector AI: Although AI holds 
significant potential for vastly improving government 
operations, many public institutions are cautious to 
harness it due to concerns over bias, privacy, 
accountability, transparency and overall complexity. 
Baseline standards for effective and responsible 
procurement and deployment of AI by the public sector 
can help overcome these concerns, opening the door to 
completely new ways for governments to better interact 
with and serve their citizens. Also, as a softer alternative 
to regulation, governments’ significant buying power and 
public credibility can drive adoption of these standards by 
the private sector.  

● Generation AI: Standards for Protecting Children:AI is 
increasingly being imbedded in children’s toys, tools, and 
classrooms, creating sophisticated new approaches to 
education and child development tailored to the specific 
needs of each user. However, special precautions must 
be taken to protect society’s most vulnerable 
demographic. Actionable guidelines can help address 
privacy and security concerns arises from data 
unknowingly collected from children; enable parents to 
have agency in understanding the design and values of 
these algorithms; and prevent biases from AI training 
data and algorithms to undermine educational objectives. 
Transparency and accountability can build the trust 
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necessary to accelerate the positive societal benefit of 
these technologies for all.  

● National Centers for AI Governance: An increasing 
number of governments around the world are establishing 
national AI centers or commissions to address the rapidly 
expanding impacts of AI on their citizens, but they often 
lack the tools or expertise to drive tangible impact. A 
practical playbook can help governments evaluate 
different models and approaches, set concrete goals and 
select tools to achieve them, learn from existing 
examples in diverse contexts, and connect with a broader 
network of similar endeavors for shared learning and 
collaboration.  

 
Currently Scoping: 
 

● The Ethics Switch: Just as electricity needs a circuit 
breaker, so do AI enabled devices need a control switch 
to prevent them committing actions which are unethical in 
the jurisdiction in which they are being used. This model 
will explore different models to accomplish this and 
collect insights from current efforts.  

● Teaching Responsible AI: Co-developing an ethics 
curriculum for students of AI at university level and 
helping to scale efforts to educate students with diverse 
backgrounds to use AI can help to address the bias which 
is created in AI when it is coded by people of similar 
backgrounds and to address the shortage of skilled and 
diverse AI developers.  

 
Additionally, it is particularly important to work with partners in 
the developing world to ensure that AI brings its benefits to all, 
changing our lives for the better and increase our abilities and 
horizons and our ability to care for planet 
 
In addition to my work at the World Economic Forum, I have 
been Vice-Chair of the IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics in 
Autonomous and Intelligent Systems for 2 years. This has been 
a huge efforts and is the brainchild of Konstantinos Karachalios, 
Managing Director of IEEE Standards and John Havens, now 
Executive Director the IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of 
Autonomous and Intelligent Systems.  
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They began working together on their mutual concerns about the 
need for such systems to be designed ethically and with a 
human centered approach. In December, 2015, they created the 
Initiative and asked 12 people to join them. I was very honoured 
to be asked to serve as Vice-Chair. By April of 2016, some 80 
more academic and technical experts had joined the work.  
 
We had a conference in The Hague in summer of 2016 and in 

December 2016, the first report arising from the work 
was released. It was comprised of the work of about 
120 volunteer experts on the topic who had worked in 
eight different committees on aspects of AI and ethics, 
including the one which I co-Chaired on law and 
governance of the technology.  In 2017, the work 

expanded to 13 different committees and over 250 experts with a 
conference in Austin, Texas.  
 
The second report was released on 12 December 2017 and the 
work will continue through 2018 until the release of the final 
report in December.  
 
Currently, 11 putative IEEE standards which arise from the work 
of the Initiative are in process of discussion. They cover areas 
such as algorithmic bias and transparency together with privacy 
and AI.  
 
The reports have contributors from across the globe and have 
been translated into 9 languages, including Brazilian, Russian, 
Chinese and Japanese. 
https://standards.ieee.org/develop/indconn/ec/autonomous_syste
ms.html  
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Master Data Management: Answer to 
GDPR? 
Tomas Sabat  
 
A well-built Master Data Management (MDM) solution can        
solve many of the headaches a common enterprise faces.         
Specifically, such a solution gives the enterprise the visibility         
to their data and the sources of where it is stored and used,             
while keeping it current and relevant.  
 
In this article, I want to look at this still poorly understood field             
in data management, and discuss how we can consider it as a            
fundamental step towards compliance to the EU’s upcoming        
GDPR directive. 
 
Here at Grakn Labs, we have worked with a number of           
companies in different industries, including financial services       
(banks, hedge funds, etc), to deliver these types of solutions,          
where we are asked, amongst other things, to help         
enterprises represent their master data into a Grakn        
knowledge base. In this article, I want to share some of the            
lessons we have learned along the way. 
  
Master Data Management 
 
Before delving into this workflow, it is worth defining exactly          
what we mean by MDM and GDPR. 
 
MDM is a set of technology-enabled processes and        
techniques that enable an organisation to connect its most         
important data into one file, which then serves as the one           
point of reference for that organisation. It ensures that every          
single IT system, platform, and architecture across the        
organisation uses data in the same way. Five components in          
MDM can be identified: 
 

● Content 
● Relationships 
● Access 
● Change Management 
● Processing 

 
Content defines all the different types of entities within an          
organisation (e.g. item names, customers and suppliers),       
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while relationships define their groupings, hierarchies, and       
business rules — i.e. an organisation’s data standards. 
 
Access relates to the policies an organisation has on who can           
access and edit which data sets. Change Management deals         
with the management and monitoring of changes in data, and          
how this is then communicated across the organisation. 
 
Finally, Processing defines the rules around matching and        
identification of data. This is to understand, for example, when          
two similar looking customer entries are found in two different          
systems, if these actually relate to the same customer or not.           
It also includes the policies on how changes to the master           
data file are communicated to the systems of origin. 
 
MDM is still in its infancy, although maturing rapidly. Many          
challenges, therefore, exist. Commonly, they include data       
complexity — just representing all master data’s entities and       
their relationships/hierarchies can be a daunting task. What is         
more, master data can sit in different and overlapping data          
silos. Identifying these, and agreeing to common domain        
values across systems can be difficult. Further, we see that          
often many executives do not know where to start to engage           
in a potential MDM solution. 
 
With this brief understanding of MDM, I would like now to           
touch on GDPR and discuss how MDM can be a solution to            
this looming regulatory behemoth. 
 
GDPR & MDM Solutions 
 
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is an        
EU-wide regulation coming into force on 25 May 2018         
designed to harmonise data privacy laws and protect EU         
citizens’ data privacy.  
 
It states that any company that manages or stores EU          
citizens’ personal data needs to know exactly what data of an           
individual is stored and used, and needs to obtain the          
individual’s explicit consent to do so. 
 
The fines set by the European Commission for        
non-compliance are staggering — up to 4% of worldwide       
turnover or €20MM, whichever is higher. There is also a          
personal fine applicable to the data controller in charge of up           
to €500K. It is, therefore, surprising so few enterprises have          
begun to implement these new guidelines. Partly this reflects         
the far-reaching requirements of the directive, as executives        
find it difficult taking the first step to compliance. 
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As such, some have raised MDM      
as an answer to GDPR. This is       
because, as GDPR forces    
companies to have a reliable and      
correct overview of individual    
customers, MDM offers exactly    
this overview and can, therefore,     
serve as the technical basis to      
GDPR compliance. 
 
For example, data from individuals     
can be arranged as data     
identifiers and extended attributes.    
Here, a key advantage of using      
MDM for GDPR is that any      
individual is guaranteed accuracy    
of their data.  

 
In MDM, this data is maintained centrally, which means that          
any particular sub-system in a large organisation will not be          
forgotten when data changes. Not only does this simplify data          
management, but it hugely increases the quality and        
currentness of data. 
 
That being said, we must not forget that GDPR also relates to            
personal data that is non-master data. This includes data that          
has limited reuse, or is just specific to a single application and,            
therefore, falls outside the scope of MDM. Thus despite the          
usefulness of MDM for GDPR, an organisation should beware         
not to include non-master data in MDM just for GDPR’s sake. 
 
How to get started 
 
As mentioned above, a common theme among executives        
that we see is not knowing where to start with an MDM            
solution. After all, in a large enterprise, beginning to represent          
and model your master data can become very complex, very          
fast. An example: 
 

‘When we talk about a customer, do we mean a first 
name? Last name? Or both?’ 
More complex issues include cross-departmental definitions of       
‘High Net Worth Customers’ and modelling the access        
authorities to different data sets by various groups in different          
geographies. Another challenge is how do we ask intelligent         
questions to this master data while letting the computer figure          
out how to navigate the complexity in the underlying data          
structure. 
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This is where Grakn comes in. Grakn is a hyper-relational          
database built to model and represent exactly these types of          
complex networks. Rooted in Symbolic AI, it provides the         
knowledge base foundation for intelligent systems, including       
MDM. 
The workflow we recommend can be as follows. To begin, you           
should task someone/a team from within your organisation (or         
hire an outside consultant) to chart your master data. They          
will, amongst other things, speak to your relevant data         
processors/controllers, and map the different     
permissions/authorities, file structures, data lineages, etc.  
 
As this information is gathered, we help your team integrate          
the content, relationship, access, change management and       
processes (MDM’s five components) into one consolidated       
knowledge base. There will usually be several iterations        
before the entire knowledge base is completed, which may take          
anywhere between two to six months. This typically includes         
several in-house workshops to ensure the system is        
successfully implemented and adopted within your team. 
Already early on into this process, while we integrate each          
database at every iteration, we begin to uncover questions         
that we are now able to answer, such as: 
‘Find me all the owners of a dataset containing personal 
information of country X’ 
or 
‘Find me all the operational datasets that are used in a 
specific application and jurisdiction’ 
or 
‘Find me the owners of all operational datasets in a 
category for a specific jurisdiction/level’ 
The issue we see with many existing infrastructures at         
enterprises, is that answering these types of questions can         
become problematic. At best, it is a manual process where          
one has to go to each and every data owner/department to           
gather the data. At worst, it is just impossible. 
However, with Grakn, you can now answer these questions in          
real time. Grakn deals with the data complexity, so that,          
because of this, you can now gain a higher level of           
intelligence in delivering a state of the art MDM solution, and           
consequently comply with GDPR requirements. 
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Final Comments 
MDM is also also applicable across the entire compliance and          
risk function, including the appropriate segregation of duties,        
and adherence to KYC and AML procedures. What is more,          
doing so can bring you massive costs savings vs. having to do            
an isolated solution for each individual function. 
One regulation that deserves special attention is MiFID II,         
which carries fines of up to €50MM. In this particular case, an            
MDM solution would define the legal hierarchy relationships        
between counterparty and legal entity data from both external         
and internal data providers, ensuring that your corporate risk         
and compliance teams have access to the most up to date           
versions of this data. They would then use this to make           
connections to your securities instruments and manage your        
various risk levels. 
For further reading around this, and other topics, I have          
attached a few links below.  
If you’d like to know how we can help you, feel free to reach              
me on tomas@grakn.ai 
  

● Integrating Master Data Management and BI (part I), 
Mike Ferguson 

● Taking the temperature on GDPR: Are companies 
prepared?, StiboSystems 

● Pulse Survey: US Companies ramping up General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) budgets, PwC 

● Gartner Says Organizations Are Unprepared for the 2018 
European Data Protection Regulation 

● What is Mifid II and how will it affect EU’s financial 
industry?, Financial Times 
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The COGNITIVE GROUP©  
is an advisory & investment company specialised in applied artificial intelligence  

We are leading experts in artificial intelligence. We help CEOs, Chairmen and C-suite members 
with the long-range support they need in order to adopt artificial intelligence.  

 
Cognitive Finance   

for  financial services firms  

Cognitive Finance deliver strategic change. We      
advise financial services’ Boards and senior      
management on selecting and implementing AI      
systems in their businesses.  

Our team draws on years of experience driving        
technology change in blue-chip financial     
institutions. We are vendor-neutral. We remain      
impartial and will always recommend the most       
suitable AI system. 

We leverage a network of smart and experienced        
consultants to help prepare for and implement AI        
in your organisation.  

1. we deliver strategic analysis examining     
how to use AI to upgrade systems and        
workforce 

2. we structure programmes or work with your       
teams to design change programmes for      
the adoption of AI 

3. we implement AI vendor selection 

 

contact: michael@cognitivefinance.ai 

Cognitive Investments  

for professional investors  

Cognitive Finance Investments is an institutional grade 
investment platform focused on A.I. companies.  

In order to access the next generation of business 
growth, we are currently developing a unique 
investment proposition to serve institutional investors 

• pension funds 

• university endowment funds 

• charitable foundations 

• family offices  

• investment funds and trusts 
 

contact:  clara@cognitivefinance.ai  
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